Sharing LIGHT in the darkness of child abuse

Every blanket that is cut and tied, is more then a cute print or snuggly throw. This blanket will
go to a child who has been hurt by someone they trusted. The day they receive this blanket will not
be an easy day for them. It will be mentally and emotionally exhausting as they start their journey for
getting the help they need, many who will be entering foster-care. As you make this blanket, please
know that you are providing a piece of comfort for a child who needs it most. The work you are doing
now will tell that child on a difficult day, “You are Special and Deserve the Best”! We ask that you say
a prayer over the blanket for peace, comfort and healing. Blessing it for the special child who will take
this blanket with them, where ever that may be! THANK YOU for giving your time to make a
difference in a hurting child’s life and helping us to share Light in the darkness of Child Abuse!
Rev. Pebbles Thompson
Project Ignite Light Founder
For more information on Project Ignite Light please go to our website ignitelight.org
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Materials Needed:
* 1 1/2 yard print fleece
* 1 1/2 yard matching solid
color fleece
* Measuring Tape
* Scissors
* 3 1/2”x 3 1/2” piece of
cardboard

Blanket

Directions:
1. Lay the two pieces of fleece out so that the wrong
sides are together (both right sides are facing out) and
the edges are even. Trim off the raw edge from both pieces.
There should be no white border with writing, no curled or
frayed ends on the fleece edge.
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2. Take the 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” cardboard and lay it on the corner
of your blanket. Then cut out the 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” corner
through both layers of fleece. Proceed to do this on all
four corners. 3 1/2” up as a guide where to stop cutting
up for fringe)*Please consider saving a corner as a
reminder to pray over the child who receives your blanket!
3. Now you are ready to cut fringes. Cut the fringes 3 1/2
inches deep and 1 inches apart through both layers of
fleece. Continue cutting the fringes on all four sides.
4. Now that the fringes are all cut in pairs, tie each pair
into a double knot (close to the blanket) all the way around.
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5. Box up the blanket and ship to the address below. Please
message us with any questions you may have.

10881 20M St SE Rogers ND 58479

projectignitelight

info@ignitelight.org

